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adidas by Stella McCartney Versatile training range: Prepare for the unpredictable

Be ready for movement at any moment in the adidas by Stella McCartney Fall/Winter 2018 Versatile
training range. Engineered for the stretch and pull of daily workouts, go-to pieces are breathable and
comfortable, while standout design cues let you tell your story your way.
Create the Training look of the season in the Climalite Train Midlayer, designed with mixed recycled
polyester and nylon and durable fabric at the lower arm that’s perfect for planks. For zero-distractions,
the knitted Train Seamless Longsleeve, engineered with a striking motocross-inspired design, offers a
second skin feel. An all-time favourite, every day staple, the Essential Bra lets you experience the
support you need, while moving with instinct becomes second nature in the durable adidas x Parley
Warpknit Tight, featuring ECONYL® yarn. Whether wearing them alone or layered together with the
sleek snake print Train Short, both garments are super stretchable and perfect for squats. Complete the
head to toe look by packing away essentials into the Backpack.
Achieve the pinnacle of style in the second Training look for Fall/Winter 2018. The adidas x Parley
Warpknit All In One, featuring ECONYL® yarn, is built with an open hole structure and rib inserts. Pair
with the breathable adidas x Parley Believe Tight, and layer with the Essential Knit Short, built with
materials including organic cotton. Ideal for outdoor workouts, the Light Jacket features inside shoulder
straps that make taking it off easy on the go, while the Seamless Bra offers the ultimate comfort.
The versatile PureBOOST X TR 3.0 training shoe, constructed with an ultra-responsive midsole cushion,
has a women-specific fit and a futuristic design comprising transparent layers and bold colours. With a
detachable sack for shoes and used gear, a laptop space, and zip-pocket for quick access to phone and
keys, the Studio Bag has you covered, whilst its feminine blossom embroidery enhances any workout
style.
See the full FW18 collection here:
a.did.as/aSMC_Training
@adidaswomen @stellamccartney #aSMC #lessimpactmorepower

